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Introduction to wind waves and wave breaking
The Ekofisk wave observatory
Stereo video measurements of wave breaking in wave groups

Introduction to wind waves
●

The sea surface consists of
waves of different
wavelength and period,
travelling in different
directions

●

The sea state is therefore
typically represented with the
wave energy spectrum

●

The wave spectrum can be
integrated to give estimates
of typical wave heights,
periods, etc.

Introduction to wind waves
●

The sea surface consists of
waves of different
wavelength and period,
travelling in different
directions
http://www.marinespecies.org/

●

●

The sea state is therefore
typically represented with the
wave energy spectrum

●

Ocean surface waves in deep water
are dispersive, so waves of different
wavelengths travel at different speeds

The wave spectrum can be
integrated to give estimates
of typical wave heights,
periods, etc.

●

The dispersion of wave components
creates so-called wave groups
Wave groups are sometimes related to
very high individual waves, and are
also known to affect wave breaking

●

Wave breaking (whitecapping)
●

Wave breaking (whitecapping) is the key process
affecting the transfer of momentum, gases and
heat across the air-sea interface

●

Currently poorly represented in most climate and
weather prediction models

●

Observational studies typically focus on the
fractional whitecap coverage, which is taken as
a proxy of the rate of turbulent dissipation in the
upper meters of the ocean

Dierssen (2019)

Ekofisk wave observatory
●
●
●
●

Stereo video cameras on Ekofisk K platform
Platform also includes laser array (LASAR) and
WAMOS radar
Stereo video data from 5 days in winter 2019-2020
In total 9 hours of stereo video imagery @ 20-minute
sequences
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Stereo video

LASAR

Stereo video
reconstruction
Synchronized
image
acquisition

●
●
●

12 mm fixed-focal length-lens PointGrey Blackfly cameras
@ 5.11 m baseline
Frame rate 5 fps, 5MP resolution (2048×2448 pixels)
Vaisala WMT703 sonic anemometer wind measurements 2
km away at approx. 100-m height

Image
rectification

Synchronized stereo image pair

Stereo
reconstruction

Rectified stereo image pair (all features on the same lines)

Disparity coverage (left) and disparity map (right)

Reprojection +
gridding

Validation

Triangulation

3D point cloud (https://www.dais.unive.it/wass/)
(left) Gridded pixel intensity; (middle) Gridded sea surface elevation z; (right) Surface gradient magnitude

(a) Sample grid and virtual buoy locations; (b) Sample
ensemble frequency spectra of virtual wave buoys and laser
altimeters; (c) Significant wave height measured by stereo
cameras vs. laser altimeters; (d) Mean wave periods
measured by stereo cameras vs. laser altimeters

The stereo video processing was done using the Waves Acquisition Stereo System (WASS) open source
software (Benetazzo 2006; Bergamasco et al. 2017)

Ekofisk stereo video spectral validation
WAMOS 2D spectra

Wave spectra from STEREO, LASAR and WAMOS:
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STEREO & LASAR
spectra mostly in
agreement
WAMOS spectra
somewhat broader and
flatter than stereo &
laser

Wave breaking analysis using stereo video
Whitecap thresholding

Total whitecap coverage W
●
●

●

●

Grayscale images geo-rectified
and gridded
PAPA ship-based images
stabilized using horizon-tracking
method of Schwendeman and
Thomson (2015, JTECH)
W thresholding following Kleiss
& Melville (2011, JTECH)
methodology
Grayscale images are
converted to binary images
where 1 indicates whitecap
foam and 0 indicates
background sea surface

Active whitecap coverage WA
●

●

●

●

WA estimation following
Schwendeman & Thomson
(2015, JGR) methodology
Actively breaking wave fronts
are estimated from sequences
of binary W image grids
A pixel is defined as actively
breaking when its value first
flips from 0 to 1 within a
10-second time window
Only the leading edges of
advancing whitecaps are
classified as actively breaking
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Total whitecap coverage as a function of wind speed:

Brumer et al. (2017)

Group enhanced wave breaking
Group-enhancement of whitecap coverage (Ekofisk stereo video dataset)
Stereo video mean sea surface, with wave groups defined by Hrms threshold

Stereo video mean sea surface, with wave groups defined by IE threshold

Hilbert spectrum (Hilbert-Huang transform) of mean sea surface

Instantaneous wave energy IE

Time series of instantaneous total whitecap coverage W

Time series of instantaneous active whitecap coverage WA

Group enhanced wave breaking
Group-enhancement of whitecap coverage

Do elevated values of W and WA coincide with
the wave groups?

Group enhanced wave breaking
Distributions of relative whitecap coverage in vs. between
wave groups in the full Ekofisk dataset

Group-enhancement of whitecap coverage

●

High relative total whitecap
coverage in general 2-3
times more likely to be
encountered in wave groups

●

High relative active whitecap
coverage in general ~5 times
more likely to be encountered
in wave groups
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